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Introduction

Congenital longQTsyndromeisararedisorderofprolongationof
ventricular refractory periodwith prevalence of 1 in 5,000. It is a
channelopathy with autosomal dominant and recessive inheri-
tance with potassium, sodium, and calcium channel abnormal-
ities. Patients with this disorder can present with syncope,
ventricular tachyarrhythmias, and sudden cardiac arrest.

Electrocardiographic (ECG) manifestations of long QT
syndrome are prolonged QT more than 470 milliseconds,
Twave alternans, polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT),
and, rarely, 2:1 atrioventricular (AV) conduction.1–3

Case Report

A 3-month-old child was referred to us with a history of
shortness of breath for cardiac evaluation. She was evaluated
with ECG revealing prolonged QTwith QTc of 440milliseconds
and2:1AVconduction (►Fig. 1A). Echocardiogramwasnormal
with no evidence of structural abnormalities. Chest radiograph
was also nondistinct. With suspicion of long QT, evaluation of
sibling of 1 year 6monthswas done,which revealed prolonged
QT intervalwithQTcof 480milliseconds (►Fig. 1B), suggesting
familial long QT syndrome. There was no family history of
sudden cardiac arrest or syncope in siblings. Shewas started on
propranolol for treatment of long QT and followed up.

Discussion

Long QT syndrome is an inherited disorder of cardiac ion
channel associated with prolongation of ventricular refractory
period. It has predisposition to life-threatening ventricular
arrhythmiacausingsuddendeath. Itcanpresentaspalpitations,
presyncope, and aborted sudden cardiac arrest due to life-
threatening ventricular arrhythmia predominantly poly-
morphic VT. When ventricular refractory period is extremely
prolonged more than sinus rates, it may present as 2:1 AV
conduction.Whenrefractoryperiodofventricularmyocardium
is prolonged with preserved rate-dependent abbreviation of
refractory period of Purkinje’s network, sinus tachycardia
manifests as 2:1 AV conduction.2 Though prolonged QTc is
taken as 470 milliseconds as per Schwartz study, there are
studies reported with mean QTc less than 440 milliseconds in
Indiannewborn infants.4 Inourcase, correctedQTc is440 milli-
seconds and PP interval is also 440 milliseconds, which is
relatively prolonged causing 2:1 AV conduction. Here β-block-
ersaremainstayof therapy in longQT,unlikeothercausesof2:1
AV conduction. Genomic analysis is important in evaluating
pediatric patients with suspicion of long QT syndrome for
genetic counseling andguiding therapyas there is type-specific
intervention, with longQT types 1 and 2 responding better to β
blockers and type3 responding better tomexiletine and, rarely,
requiring pacing.1
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Abstract Long QTsyndrome patients can present as second-degree AV block due to prolongation
of refractory period. We report a case of pseudo 2:1 AV block due to long QTsyndrome
in which treatment differs from conventional second-degree AV block because of
uncommon presentation and poor prognosis with no consensus.
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Fig. 1 (A) ECG of index patient showing arrows pointing P waves with alternate P onTwaves and QTof 440milliseconds and corrected QTc of 440
milliseconds. (B) ECG of sibling showing sinus tachycardia with RR interval of 440 milliseconds, QT interval of 320 milliseconds with QTc of 480
milliseconds.
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